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A city’s metabolism

Like organisms, small villages and large cities grow, create products and
re-produce themselves thanks to continuous fluxes of energy, materials
and information. They also generate airborne, waterborne and solid
waste.

If inflows are abundant, growth is also fast and likely. If waste cannot be
released or disposed of, growth is affected and pulled down.

Inflows and outflows as well as the ability to use part of the inflows for
the growth of storages and assets, are referred to as a city’s metabolism.

A case study: Rome between 1962 to 2002



Issues

INPUTS (Renewable, nonrenewable, how much is available, for how long?)

OUTPUTS (Impacts)

SIZE (Limits to growth; awareness)

DESIGN (growth-oriented, business-oriented; maximization-oriented…)



The Network. Components, driving forces and products of
cities: a case study in Rome (Italy)



Characteristics of city lifestyles

Resource throughput and storages determine a city life. Like humans, cities
interact (trade, tourism), expand (new buildings and neighborhoods), learn
from their errors (culture, politics), and become different in structure,
organization and lifestyles.

Medieval cities were different than modern cities. In the evening there was
no electric lighting of the streets and everybody stayed at home. Since there
was no TV, family gathering as well as reading or going to bed were the
most likely ways to spend the evening, lighted by candles or fires.

Since there were no cars in the street, children used to play outside and aged
people were sitting on the door of their homes, in a kind of collective life
outdoor.
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Breakdown of Cumulative Material Flows by Categories



Geology; March 2005; v. 33; no. 3; p. 161–164
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Breakdown of Cumulative Energy Use by Categories
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Breakdown of Emergy Inflows by Categories



What if:

We run out of oil?
We run out of water?

We run out of construction materials?
We run out of parking lots?
We run out of arable land?

We run out of landfills?
We run out of clean air?

How likely are these
scenarios?

Do we have a plan B?



New lifestyles and use patterns

• Community services instead of individual solutions
(meeting places, sport areas, facilities, care of the
Commons). Give something for free…

• energy conservation measures
• prevention of waste, reuse and recycle of
potentially useful materials
• district heating instead of low-efficiency
individual boilers
• renewable energies instead of fossil based
electricity and heat

• mass transportation instead of car transport
• preference to slow-speed instead of high-
speed transportation
• less commuting from residential areas to
working and leisure sites



Reorganizing Cities

• Adapt plans, zoning, and
incentives to develop
surrounding towns
(secondary centers)

• Provide frequent public
transport connecting central
cities with the towns

Develop surrounding towns



Reorganizing Cities

• We can expect decentralized cities to have:

• Less-intense fuel consumption
• Less transportation
• Less strip advertising
• A smaller percent of regional population
• Better cycles of materials between cities and environment
• Longer rotation of building and renewal
• More efficient spatial patterns
• Walking areas



Resilience around Rome

• What is the evidence of resilience?
• People moving to smaller nearby towns,

repopulating them, starting new businesses;
less stressful leaving and less taxes. Back to
increased role of families.

• What are the threats for resiliency ?
• Lack of planning and promotion;

bureaucratic and institutional inertia;
budget constraints. Business still linear.

• What role do networks play?
• Increasing power of social networks

(associations, internet, churches). Larger
spread of information.



Thank you for your attention !


